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Introduction 

Tolland Intermediate School is a place where students are encouraged to develop their 
individual talents, skills, and abilities in a safe and caring environment. At T.I.S. our ultimate 
goal is to develop a fully inclusive school, a place where all children feel safe place, a place 
where their needs are supported and respected.   

At Tolland Intermediate School, we foster independence, responsibility, and strength of 
character by promoting respect for self, respect for others, and respect for the environment.  We 
provide a broad spectrum of integrated programs in fine arts, health sciences, and technology to 
nurture and cultivate the creativity of the whole child.  At T.I.S., we aim to create a family 
atmosphere, where parental and community involvement enriches the educational opportunities 
for every learner. 

Individual commitment to a group goal is an essential ingredient for creating a dynamic and 
successful school environment.  It is with great passion that we dedicate ourselves to these high 
standards to give our students the best possible education. 
 

Curriculum and Instruction 
 

This year Tolland Intermediate School embarked on the third year of a three year partnership 
with the State Education Resource Center (SERC) in a program called Analyzing Literacy Data 
for Tiers of Instruction.  The goal of this program is to help school-based PLC teams establish 
systems to inform instruction and raise the literacy achievement of their students. PLC teams 
can achieve these goals by working to increase the percentage of students achieving 
proficiency and above on state, district, and school-based assessments. Through data analysis, 
the program enables staff to identify student needs at all levels, and increase the number of 
teachers using differentiated instruction for students and special education students. 

 
Tolland Intermediate School is well represented on district and building level committees.  Our 
teachers use many integrated units in their teaching which combine skills and content across 
disciplines.   
 



As indicated in our mission statement, this school provides a balanced program to meet the 
needs of the whole child.  The students’ six and one-half hour school day is divided in the 
following manner: 
 
• Four and one-half hours in subjects of language arts, math, social studies and science. 
• Students attended unified arts (art, music, physical education, health, guidance and library) 

classes in 43 minute blocks. Fourth and fifth grade students were also provided with access 
to a keyboarding lab once on a monthly basis. 

• Our learning lab block gives teachers the opportunity to work with students on areas of need 
or to provide extension opportunities for students to be challenged within the curriculum.   

• Students in third and fourth grade received a daily 60-minute lunch/recess period, while our 
fifth grade students received a 50-minute lunch/recess block.. 

 
In an effort to begin transitioning to the Common Core State Standards, the teachers worked 
with an “erased” curriculum this year. While we continued to use Everyday Math as the primary 
resource in delivering the mathematics curriculum at Tolland Intermediate School, we focused 
on those skills that are part of the grade level’s CCSS. Additionally, teachers continued to put 
more emphasis on fact fluency this year.  Teachers used various games and activities to 
incorporate fact fluency into their curriculum.  These resources, in addition to the Everyday Math 
software, were made available on every teacher’s computer.  With the addition of numerous 
Smartboards this year, these resources provided new, innovative ways of introducing and 
practicing math concepts. 

With the help of the math intervention teacher, each grade level was given a workshop on using 
guided math groups.  Teachers were shown how to set up groups in their classroom, given 
ideas on classroom management and ideas on how to focus each group.  Additionally, games 
and activities were created and made available to borrow from the math intervention room.  
Lastly, teachers continue to provide support during learning lab time or through the math 
intervention program.   

Our Math Intervention Program, staffed by a certified teacher and a paraprofessional, continued 
to focus their intervention sessions this year.  All students in the grade level were given a 
universal screen relating to a specific mathematics concept such as place value, time, 
addition/subtraction, multiplication/division, fractions, etc. This allowed the math intervention 
teachers to focus their students on a topic based on the results of the universal screen in 
addition to progress check data and teacher recommendation.  The teachers found this was a 
better way to address student needs; more students achieved mastery and were able to be 
exited than in the past.  The program used iXL as well as games and activities that mirror the 
work in the classroom in order to reinforce the skill practice.  The chart below provides overall 
information about our intervention program and its impact on providing services to our children. 

 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 
*Number of 
Students 70 54 57 

 
* This is yearly totals. The number of students serviced is dynamic. Some of the same children may revisit 
the Math Interventionist at different times of the year. 

Additionally, 21 fourth and fifth grade students were given the opportunity to complete a 
math enrichment cycle which focused on individual and group problem solving using a program 
called Math Quest.    



The Math Intervention Teacher continued the Math at Home (MAH) program this year.    The 
program was introduced last year and modeled after the Reading at Home program already in 
existence at TIS.  This program was not well supported by teachers this year and did not 
produce the numbers like last year.   

Everyday Math software was placed on each teacher computer this year in order to enhance 
instruction.  With the use of Smartboards, teachers were able to find new, innovative ways to 
present and practice mathematics concepts.   

 
Language Arts 

 
• Reading – Core reading program is the Houghton Mifflin Reading Program. Tradebooks, 

and leveled readers complement the core. The Houghton Mifflin Reading Program is a 
research-based integrated language arts program.  

• Writing – Empowering Writers, Houghton Mifflin, Harcourt, Scott Foresman 
• Spelling – Houghton Mifflin 
• Pacing guides were distributed in the fall.  
• CCSS – Please refer to the page following this report for the specific actions taken this 

year to implement CSSS and the necessary “next steps.”  
• SERC – PLC teams met with the SERC consultant several times throughout the year to 

plan instruction around data gathered from informal assessments. Teachers created 
rubrics and lessons following the Gradual Release of Responsibility Model of instruction. 
 

Science 
 
As in previous years, teachers report little time in their school day to appropriately address 
science standards.  Although each year we work to adjust the pacing guide the effectiveness 
and the ability of the teachers to keep pace with curriculum is difficult.   

On April 8, 2013 the Next Generation Science Standards were released after two formal 
reviews.  There were considerable changes in the document from the first to the third release 
based on stakeholder feedback.  The new framework changes the way science content is 
presented.  It includes elements of Life, Physical, Earth and life science as well as Engineering 
and the process of science and takes an integrated approach to instruction.  The teachers of the 
Tolland school district will be reviewing the NextGen Science Standards over the next year.  We 
will await the decision of the Connecticut Department of Education regarding the adoption of the 
standards in Connecticut before we make any changes to the science curriculum. 

A high point of the 2012-13 school year for the third grade teachers was the installation of Smart 
Boards in their classrooms.  All 5th and 4th grade classrooms are equipped with Smart board 
systems.   Now six 3rd grade classrooms have Smart Boards, our goal is to have all 3rd grade 
classrooms with Smart board systems by the end of the summer. 

Carolyn Tyl, science coordinator, used the science lab and school grounds to present model 
lessons to students/teachers at TIS.  The table below summarizes those lessons. 

Grade # 
classes Unit Title Date Location # 

students 
# 
adults 

3 10 Forces & 
Motion 

Mass & Energy 
Fair Tests 

Nov Science 
Lab 

202 12 

3 10 Matter Flow Properties Feb Science 202 14 



of Liquids Lab 
3 10 Electricity & 

Magnetism 
Properties of 
Lightning 

May Science 
Lab 

202 14 

3 10 Life Cycles Stream Study June TIS 
Grounds 

202 10 

4 11 Soils Soil Horizons Sep TIS 
Grounds 

223 13 

4 5 Soils Separating Soil Sep Science 
Lab 

223 13 

4 11 Food Webs 
& 
Adaptations 

Predator/Prey 
Relationships 

June TIS 
Grounds 

223 15 

4 3 Food Webs 
& 
Adaptations 

Predator/Prey 
Relationships- 
Owls 

May TIS 
Science 
Lab 

70 6 

5 11 All Demos of 
Science 

5/16 TIS APR 241 20 

 
Social Studies 

 
During the 2012-13 school year, third grade students learned about the history and geography 
of Connecticut and Tolland. The first unit was Colonial Connecticut and Tolland, and the second 
unit was Connecticut and Tolland in the 1800’s. The objectives of these units are for students to 
understand the changes in Connecticut and Tolland from the colonial period to the end of the 
1800’s and compare these periods to current-day Connecticut and Tolland.  Their third unit was 
Connecticut Geography to help students understand how the geography of our state influenced 
the settlement of the state and Tolland.  Tolland Green Day was a huge success again this 
year.  Tara Arner and several of her students joined me at a Board of Education meeting to 
share about their experiences. 
 
Fourth grade students learned about the regions of the United States, focusing on the 
Northeast, and the Southwest. The theme for the Northeast region is how the geography of the 
Northeast region of the United States affects the population patterns and the growth of cities.  
The theme for the Southwest region is how the people of the Southwest region of the United 
States must adapt to a region with very little water.  Specifically, the classes focused on the 
Colorado River and its surrounding areas.  Fourth grade students also participated in a program 
presented by volunteer attorneys from the Connecticut Bar Association’s Young Lawyers 
division.  The program was designed to familiarize the students with the legal process and 
allowed for a mock trial activity.     
 
Fifth grade students learned about the history of the United States from the early days of the 
Native Americans to the establishment of the United States as an independent country. Their 
four units are as follows: Two Cultures Meet, The English Colonies, The American Revolution, 
and The United States Constitution. I taught fifth grade lessons about the beginning of the 
French and Indian War as an introduction to their Revolutionary War unit. 
 
This year, all of the classes at TIS participated in a lesson regarding the Presidential election.  
Each class came to the lecture hall and participated in an interactive lesson to understand the 
electoral process as well as the Electoral College.  Finally, TIS participated in a mock election 
that accurately predicted the 2012 Presidential election. 



 
Unified Arts 

 
Our daily specials schedule allows specialists to integrate units of instruction with other 
curricular areas and it also enables classroom teachers to benefit from common planning time 
to work in collaboration with colleagues.  This common planning time is used for teachers to 
meet in “Professional Learning Communities”.  
 
The Tolland Intermediate School Music Department works diligently to integrate content with   
other curricula areas.  Specific examples of this integration are the units on Colonial times, Food 
Chains, and The Continents of the World. This year our 3rd 4th and 5th grade choral groups 
serviced over 220 students. Our 4th and 5th grade bands consisted of over 120 students. Our 
bands and choral groups put on winter and spring concerts.    
 
Our art program strives to make connections between art and the world around us.  For young 
students, this involves making connecting to what they experience in the regular classroom, the 
community, and home environments.  Art lessons reinforce skills being developed in math, 
science, music, and language arts. T.I.S. student work is regularly exhibited at the Board of 
Education offices.  Two of our students were Tolland County winners in the statewide Fire 
Prevention poster contest and one student was winner of the State of Connecticut Fire Poster 
Prevention Contest.  
 
Our Health curriculum has been re-written to include units of study for all grade levels. 
Highlights of the health program include units on nutrition, drug awareness, germ control, 
understanding the workings of the human body, basic first aid training, as well as other safety 
issues. Health is now offered to students in grades three, for and five.  
 
Guidance classes are embedded in our UA cycle. Students participate in guidance classes on a 
rotating basis. The guidance curriculum focuses on interpersonal skills, building social skills and 
the development of character in each student and group.   

Assessment 
This year, all assessments were modified to match the “erased” curriculum that teachers were 
delivering.  Additionally, a fact fluency component was added to each end of unit assessment in 
order to monitor students’ progress towards this goal.  These common formative assessments 
were administered every 20 to 30 days.   Students also took a modified beginning, middle, and 
end of year assessment to monitor progress. Also, another 31 common formative “Open 
Response” activities are done in grades 3-5 which ask students to use and apply a variety of 
content skills to solve problems and communicate mathematically. All of these assessments 
provided teachers with specific data on student performance. The data from these assessments 
was used to differentiate instruction, establish centers to support individual student needs, and 
identify students in need of intervention.  All assessments were modified to make the scoring 
link easier to the Standards Based Report Card. 

• There are approximately 48 language arts assessments administered in grades 3-5. This 
includes the Integrated Theme Tests, DRA, writing prompts, DIBELS, and the DAZE.  

• The Houghton Mifflin Integrated Theme Tests were administered at the completion of 
each theme. Students answered the multiple choice questions on scannable sheets 
allowing for an item analysis after each theme. Rubrics and anchor sets for each open-
ended question were used for scoring student constructed responses.  



• Scores were entered in MM enabling teachers to analyze the data for multiple purposes 
and in a variety of ways. These theme tests assess comprehension, word study, and 
writing skills. These are the same categories on the Report Card. 

• Rubrics and anchor sets are used for scoring.  
• Alternate benchmark assessments were used early in the year in grades 3-5. They are 

being phased out for all but a few students.  
 
Teachers are continuing to administer benchmark tests at appropriate times throughout the 
school year.  Our web-based “data warehouse” program called Mastery Manager, allows 
questions to be linked directly to Connecticut State Science Standards, so teachers can get 
immediate feedback regarding individual student progress with any individual standard.  
Although benchmarks are being administered, teachers report that once the benchmark is 
given, there is still little use of the data to guide instruction, mainly due to lack of instructional 
time.   

Since the science framework will be changing, we will make no further changes to the 
curriculum.  Our work will be focused on the new standards and the plan for implementation. 

Benchmark assessments are given at the conclusion of each unit of study in all three grades. 
Benchmarks for the central and southwest regions were updated. With significant changes to 
the grade four state standards these benchmarks are temporary until new units and 
assessments can be developed. The following table shows benchmark results from all three 
grades: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Grade 3 Average 
Score 

Grade 4 Average 
Score 

Grade 5 Average 
Score 

Connecticut 
Geography 

***    (90% 
in 2011-
12) 

The Northeast 
Region 

83%    (87% 
in 2011-12) 

Two Cultures 
Meet 

86%    (88% 
in 2011-12) 

Colonial 
Tolland and 
Connecticut 

89%  (90% 
in 2011-
12) 

The Southwest 
Region  

83%    (88% 
in 2011-12) 

The English 
Colonies 

87%    (89% 
in 2011-12) 

Tolland and 
Connecticut in 
the 1800s 

91%   The American 
Revolution 

79%    (77% 
in 2011-12) 

    The Constitution ***     

***The data for the assessments has not been compiled yet because the assessments have not 
been given yet or teachers have not finished inputting the data.  
 

Grade 3 
Modified 

Average 
Score 

Grade 4 
Modified 

Average 
Score 

Grade 5 
Modified 

Average 
Score 



Benchmarks Benchmarks Benchmarks 

Connecticut 
Geography 

N/A The Northeast 
Region 

89%    (87% 
in 2011-12) 

Two Cultures 
Meet 

N/A 

Colonial 
Tolland and 
Connecticut 

N/A The Central 
Region 

N/A The English 
Colonies 

N/A 

Tolland and 
Connecticut in 
the 1800s 

N/A The Southwest 
Region  

N/A The American 
Revolution 

N/A 

    The Constitution *** 

***The data for the assessments has not been compiled yet because the assessments have not 
been given yet or teachers have not finished inputting the data.  
 

Results of this year’s CMT tests will not be available until mid summer. Teachers use CMT data 
in conjunction with benchmark assessments and curriculum based assessments to adjust 
programming to meet the needs of all students. Teachers work within their PLC teams to 
continuously review student performance. At the beginning of the year, teachers will thoroughly 
analyze CMT data and begin planning their instruction based on this data 

Every third grader took a cognitive ability test called the CogAT.  The CogaAT consists of three 
30 minute tests, a verbal battery, a quantitative battery, and a non verbal battery.  This 
information will be used to help teachers adapt instructional methods, learning materials, and 
the pace of instruction to the individual needs of the student so that students can learn more 
effectively.  It will also be used to help identify academically gifted students, which is mandated 
by state statute. 

Student writing prompts are given and assessed three times yearly.  Benchmark assessments 
are administered at the end of each marking period in language arts, math, science, and social 
studies.  The Diagnostic Reading Assessment (DRA) is administered in the fall and spring, as 
well as running records of student’s reading skills twice a year.  These assessments facilitate 
inform teachers how to better meet the needs of their students. 

This year we implemented a system of building-wide universal screening. All students were 
administered the DIBELS Oral Reading Fluency (DORF). The DORF is an individually 
administered test of accuracy and fluency. As part of the screening process, all students were 
also administered the DIBELS comprehension assessment, the Daze. The Daze assesses the 
ability to construct meaning from text.  

Staffing 
Our Math Lab is staffed with one certified interventionist and one paraprofessional. The number 
of students serviced in the Math Lab would not be possible without the assistance of the 
paraprofessional.  The Math Interventionist coordinates all activities and instruction during math 
lab including tasks for the paraprofessional. 
 
2 FT Reading Consultants, 1 FT Reading Teacher, 1 shared (with Math) paraprofessional 
 



There were a few changes to the science teaching staff at TIS this year. Christina Fairbanks 
was hired as a full-time fourth grade teacher and Tara Arner  joined the 3rd grade team. 

The Tolland Intermediate School faculty and staff is what makes this school such a special 
learning community.  Our teaching team is child centered, dedicated, and highly motivated to 
serve the students and parents of Tolland.  Teachers spend countless hours after school, on 
weekends, and over the summer working to get the school and their classroom ready for our 
students.   

For the fifth year in a row, Tolland Intermediate School experienced staffing reductions as a 
result of budget cuts. This year we were staffed with (1.8) administrators, (3) secretaries, (1.6) 
nurses, (30) classroom teachers, (6) unified arts teachers, (1) school psychologist, (1) guidance 
counselor, (1.5) SLPs, (7.8) special education teachers, (14.8) special education 
paraprofessionals, (2) general education paraprofessionals and (4.0) custodians.  Our average 
class size is just over 22 students per classroom.  

Student Activities 
The mathematics curriculum incorporates a variety of everyday activities and games on a daily 
basis. Routines are used to teach a variety of math concepts such as patterns, counting, 
calendars, place value, measurement and basic facts. Everyday Math software is available on 
the student computers in each class and in the computer lab to support student learning in 
mathematics.  With the use of Smartboards, more students were able to interact with 
mathematics than in the past.  Additionally, the implementation of guided math groups by some 
teachers allowed for more math activities and games which helped to reinforce concept and skill 
development.    
 

• RAH – Reading At Home Program offered incentive tickets to Six Flags Theme 
Park (Passes provided by 6-Flags) for reading 6 hours during January and 
February. 

• Read Across Tolland Day – TIS students travel to Birch Grove to read to and with 
Birch Grove students. Transportation was funded by TEPTO. 

• Governor’s Reading Challenge and Tolland Public Library Summer Reading 
Program support summer reading at home. 

• Visiting Author Steve Swinburne spent a day presenting workshops to all students 
on the topic of reading and writing, and his experiences as a writer.  

• Guest readers visit third grade classrooms on a weekly basis. These visitors are 
typically parents, grandparents, or another significant person in a child’s life.  

 
There were several special activities that students were involved in this year in the area 

of science. 

Grade 3: 

• Several classes produced Animal Research Reports in PowerPoint.  Students find all the 
required information and graphics on the web. 

• Students completed the embedded lab “Go with the Flow” (electric circuits lab) a 
requirement for CM Testing. This lab experience is part of the Electricity & Magnetism 
unit. 



• The third grade science lab was re-assigned for physical therapy.  This resulted in lack 
of sufficient space to do lab full activities. We are hoping to use the lab next year for 3rd 
grade science. 

• Several third grade teachers were lucky to have SMARTBoards installed in their rooms 
this year.  Barbara Williams, Susan Shearer, Janice Kogut and Karen Sikoski are 
learning to use the boards with their students.  All report excitement about the new 
learning tool. 

 

Grade 4 

• Students completed the embedded lab “Soggy Paper” (absorbency of paper) a 
requirement for CM Testing. The lab is related to the recycling and use of paper in our 
society. 

• Teachers and students had access to a science lab to perform various experiments.  
The lab room is used extensively during the Soils, Weather, and Food Webs & 
Adaptations Units.  

• The grade four program teachers planned and implemented a field trip to the mystic 
Aquarium to learn about animal adaptations and the UCONN Greenhouses to learn 
about plant adaptations. 

 
Grade 5:  

• Sun/Moon/Earth Unit: Students attended a field trip to the ECSU Planetarium to 
reinforce the concepts taught. 

• Many videos are available for all units that reinforce the concepts and give visual learners 
another avenue to learn the concept.  

• The state embedded lab “Catch It” was completed in conjunction with the Human Body 
unit.  The lab is part of the CMT administered in March.  We added digital “Reaction 
Timers” to the experiment this year, which was highly engaging to the students. The 
students also perform another “Embedded Lab” during the Sun/Earth/Moon Unit called the 
“Crater Lab”.  They experiment with the formation of craters using marbles and sand.  

• Teachers and students had access to a science lab to perform various experiments, 
because the period to teach science is short (40 min), teachers are finding it difficult to go 
to the lab, perform the experiment, clean up and wrap up in the time allotment. 

• The science coordinator secured at TEF grant on behalf of the 5th grade program for the 
purchase of 20 iPads for student use.  The grant was awarded in early May and the iPads 
were in the hands of the students by early June. 

 
Tolland Intermediate School continued to offer several after school clubs for our students.   
Math Club was established to provide students with the opportunity for math enrichment. The 
Green Team provided a club for students interested in preserving the environment to learn 
about environmentally conscious ideas and work on projects. The Tolland Intermediate School 
Store Club consisted of over 50 students organized into separate teams learning about finance, 
marketing, advertising and accounting. The school store was a hugely successful endeavor and 
created a tremendous amount of excitement throughout the school. Finally, a school Yearbook 
Club was established this year. The Yearbook Club served over 30 students. Students in the 
club produced a school yearbook that was available for sale to the entire student body.  
 
Our student council works together as a team to support the community and our school. The 
purpose of this group is to develop a positive school climate by involving students in making TIS 
the best it can be. Through student council, we strive to foster good citizenship and respect for 



all individuals. This year saw the student council implement many new initiatives as well as the 
return of some previously developed programs aligned with their mission. Among the new 
initiatives was the Staff Member of the Month Program. This program allows students to 
nominate any TIS staff member; they feel embodies our core values of respect, responsibility 
and an upstanding member of our community. The student council again ran a T.I.S. Relay for 
Life, which raised over $1,700, for cancer research. Additionally, for the fourth year in a row, our 
student council organized a paint decorating event. During this morning long activity, each fifth 
grader was given the opportunity to dip their hand in paint and stamp their handprint on the wall 
in the science wing. This year brought in year four of the Snow Creature Feature contest. Each 
classroom created a paper snow creature that was displayed outside their classroom. To 
culminate the event, each student was given the opportunity to vote for their favorite snow 
creature. Mrs. Racco’s fifth grade class took the top spot in this contest.   
  
Our end-of-year Physical Education Day is wonderful TIS community event. Various fitness and 
cooperative activities occur involving the entire school.  These activities are directed by staff and 
parent volunteers. All PE Day planning and development was headed by music teacher Mrs. 
Baker and our physical education teachers Mr. Ken Downing and Mrs. Jennifer Logsdon.  
Unfortunately rain prevented us from holding the event this year. 
 
In an effort to raise money for the American Heart Association and to encourage physical 
fitness, our physical education teachers again organized Jump Rope for Heart. The Jump Rope 
for Heart was again a big success this year. 
 
This year was the eighth year for our “Read Across Tolland” program.  In celebration of “Read 
Across America”, students from our school traveled to Birch Grove and were give the 
opportunity to read to a buddy. TEPTO provided funds to cover the cost of bus transportation for 
students and staff. It was a great collaborative effort between the teaching staffs at Birch Grove 
and Tolland Intermediate School and we look forward to continuing this tradition next year. 
 
This year we held our fourth annual CMT pep rally. The event consisted of a slide show, student 
singing performances and a teachers versus students basketball shooting contest.  
 
The fourth T.I.S. promotion ceremony was held for our departing fifth grade class. The 
ceremony was held the morning of the final day of school. The ceremony gave parents an 
opportunity to come and celebrate the culmination of their children’s Elementary school years. 
The ceremony welcomed over 500 guests to our gymnasium.  

Student Support Services 
 

• Push-in and pull-out services are provided.  
 

• Before School Reading Support – 22 students in grades 3-5 were serviced through the 
Read Naturally fluency program. 

 
• A Learning Lab environment provided support to small groups of students. Twenty nine 

second grade students, 35 fourth grade students, and 32 fifth graders received reading 
intervention during Learning Lab. 

  
• Many students who receive Special Education services received remedial instruction 

from the reading department. 
 



• Modified benchmark assessments were given to students as needed in all three grades 
and should be recorded in Mastery Manager. The records of these assessments for 
special education students will help future teachers understand the learning profiles of all 
of their students, not just the regular education students.  

 
• The special education program at Tolland Intermediate School consists of a multi-needs 

learning center, an inclusion program and an intensive math and language arts 
instructional program. Many students in the special education program receive additional 
student support services in the form of occupational therapy, physical therapy, speech 
and language therapy, and counseling. Instruction in all of the special education 
resource rooms is characterized by one-to-one and small group intensive instruction. 

     
• The TIS Reading Department efforts focused on strengthening reading comprehension, 

fluency, and written responses to questions. Students are identified for services through 
a series of universal screenings as well as PLC team analysis of student performance 
data.    Reading support is offered before school and in a push-in and pull-out model 
throughout the school day. The before school reading program is available to third, 
fourth and fifth graders.  Students in the program receive reading support for 40 minutes 
two or three times a week. Small group intensive pull-out reading services were offered 
during our learning lab period. During these daily 30-minute blocks of time, students 
receive intensive small group instruction in one of our reading labs.  

 
• The Tolland Intermediate School math support program completed its fourth year of 

existence.  The program provided targeted remedial math instruction. Students were 
served both in and out of the classroom setting. The math support teacher collaborates 
with teachers to; develop math intervention plans for students, differentiate instruction to 
meet the needs of a wide-range of students and analyze and interpret student 
assessment data.      
  

• The math department continued with the Math at Home program this year. The MAH 
provide incentives for students to practice their math facts at home. The ultimate goal of 
the MAH program is to increase student basic fact proficiency.  

 
Parents & Community 

Resources are available on the school’s website to help parents support student learning.  The 
Everyday Math letters that were previously sent home are now available in the math curriculum 
section of the TIS website.  Additionally, the parent link to the Everyday Math website is also 
available in the same section of the TIS website.  For students that are involved in the Math 
Lab, parents receive letters at both the beginning and end of their session.   

The PTO continues to support students, by providing services and support.  They sponsored 
Mad Science, a  program that is held after school that students pay to attend.  The group also 
budgeted funds to supplement the science curriculum.  This year, monies were used to 
purchase science supplies. 

The Tolland Historical Society and the Hicks-Stearns Museum directors are a valuable resource 
for the students of Tolland Intermediate School, most notably for third grade. Tolland Green Day 
was an extraordinary undertaking by third grade teachers, members of the Tolland Historical 
Society, and directors of the Hicks-Stearns Museum. Students dressed as children from the 
1800’s and travelled through five stations on the Tolland Green: the Hicks-Stearns Museum, the 
Jail Museum, Drawing on the Green, Music and Movement, and the Old Schoolhouse (held in 



the Fellowship Hall at the Congregational Church). In meetings with both the third grade 
teachers and the directors of the museums, everyone involved saw great educational value to 
the day.  
 
Tolland Intermediate School hosted a Geography Bee for the third year for students in grade 5. 
Ten students competed in the finals in January. Eric Hohenthal was the school champion and 
also earned a spot in the state geography bee.  
 
Our award winning PTO continues to support and enhance all aspects of our school, by 
providing services, curricular materials, field trips, assemblies and technology tools that both 
support and enhance the educational experience at Tolland Intermediate School. The group  
budgeted funds to purchase SMARTBoards, iPads, guided reading books, library books, recess 
equipment; decorations for our Hawk Cafe, guest author’s visits, field trips and money for each 
teacher to spend on classroom supplies. 

In 2011, the PTO embarked on a drive to purchase a playscape for T.I.S. In order to raise the 
money necessary for this lofty initiative, the PTO went to great lengths to solicit community 
support. Such support came in the way of fundraisers such as a pasta dinner, buy a tile 
program, pasta sale and Spring Fling Fair, just to name a few. Community support came from a 
number of area businesses donating their time, expertise and equipment to this playscape 
project. A special thank you to Cosimo’s Tiling, Stephan D. Williams builders, Tanglewood 
Builders and Busch Brother’s Landscaping. We are proud to say that the final phase of our 
playscape was installed in August and students in grades three through five were able to utilize 
the playscape throughout the school year.  

Classroom teachers and the principals solicit volunteers; parents can sign up at Curriculum 
Night or in the front office at any time. Volunteers support us by providing classroom support, 
clerical assistance and community outreach. A special thank you to Mrs. Vicki Parent for 
volunteering countless hours of her time, in support of our PBIS program, Tonya Lyon for 
running our hugely successful book fairs and serving as an advisor to our fourth grade student 
council, grade five hand-printing and Adrienne Ernest for organizing the Tolland Intermediate 
School Relay for Life, serving as advisor for fourth and fifth grade student council and 
organizing fifth grade hand-printing, Jennifer Dineen, Julie Pater and Alana Whitwell for advising 
the third and fourth grade student council groups.   

Through community efforts, outreach of our staff, the Tolland Elementary PTO, Tolland Human 
Services, Tolland Historical Society, Senior Center, State Police, and Tolland Fire Department, 
students participate in a variety of special assemblies, programs and local field-trips. Students 
travel locally to the Tolland Jail, Hicks-Stearns Museum, and the Benton Homestead.  We 
appreciate the wonderful support and enhancement these Tolland groups provide to our 
curriculum for our students.    

Our Parent-Student Handbook provides a reference for school procedures and curriculum maps 
in all areas; these references are available on our website.   

Exemplary teacher-parent communication practices exist here at Tolland Intermediate School.  
They include: the Digital Backpack, our school website, the agenda, phone and personal 
interactions throughout the school year, parent conferences, teacher websites, and monthly 
PTO Newsletters.  This year we also began using Twitter as an additional means of providing 
information to the community. Lastly, we instituted Coffee and Conversation with the Principals. 
These monthly meetings enabled parents to sit down with the principals to discuss issues 
related to our school.   

 



Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports 
 
This year was our fourth year of the implementation process for Positive Behavioral Intervention 
and Support.  PBIS is a framework for creating and sustaining effective a school-wide behavior 
system. Unlike a behavior plan or program, the emphasis of a behavior system is on preventing 
problems and providing a comprehensive, consistent model of appropriate behavior. Teams use 
data to evaluate their efforts. Shifting the focus to prevention minimizes behavioral problems 
and increases academic time for students. 
 
The PBIS initiative is headed by a leadership team comprised of multi-disciplinary group of staff 
and community members. The group meets regularly to review the PBIS system, as well as to 
discuss next steps for implementation. The team is so appreciative of the time and effort parent 
volunteer, Mrs. Vicki Parent has given to our PBIS program.   
School-wide and grade-level PBIS celebratory assemblies were again held this year at TIS. The 
purpose of these community building events, is to allow the entire school community to come 
together to recognize the accomplishments of students and staff. This year’s assemblies were 
highlighted by individual student musical performances, writing showcases, student created  
skits, teacher musical performances and band and choral showcases. Ms. Joanne Bagley, Mrs. 
Sue Bezzina and Mrs. Judy Baker coordinated all whole school assemblies, while grade level 
teachers leaders organized third, fourth and fifth grade assemblies. 

 
School Facility 

 
While the school is in need of many upgrades, and the grounds require many repairs, we firmly 
believe that our building has a lot of character. Since 2008, we have been working to turn TIS 
into an elementary school. This effort has included adding colorful stripes to the hallway walls, 
painting our school mascot “Flash the Hawk” on walls throughout the building and adding  
colorful circles to the walls behind the school store and a new colorful mural to the cafeteria 
wall.   

All efforts aimed at turning the grounds into an area appropriate for elementary school age 
children have been achieved through the work of volunteers. The installation of the final phase 
of our playscape and installing donated sport nets on the field occurred this year.    

In an effort to improve the safety of our student drop-off area, we have enlisted the help of the 
Tolland Fire Department as well as the State Police and a parking lot painting company. Each of 
these groups has sent representatives to study the student drop-off area and overall traffic flow. 
The result of this combined effort was a new safer drop-off area adjacent to the former Parker 
School lot.   

In addition to classroom teaching space T.I.S. is home to three dedicated science labs, three 
computer labs, two art rooms, two music classrooms, a full gym, mini gym a school library and 
an all purpose room (APR).  

Goals for 2013-2014 School Year 
• Continue to refine the structure for math support:  universal screens, progress monitoring, 

etc. and link to the new CCSS units at each grade level 
• Implement the new CCSS curriculum in grades 3, 4, and 5 
• Finish writing the CCSS units in grades 3, 4, and 5 in order to implement later in the year. 
• Focus on MATH groups for math time 
• Introduce a fluency program like Rocket Math to help students gain fact fluency 



• Become more familiar with the released SBAC items and develop more performance tasks 
to use at each grade level. 

• Provide PD to the teachers on the new CCSS content at their grade level  
 

Recommendations 

• Focus time on developing assessments and units aligned to the CCSS in grades 3, 4 and 5 
• Support teachers as they implement the CCSS curriculum for the first time 
• Create a new math SBRC to reflect the CCSS 
• Establish specific guidelines for including and exiting students from reading support. 

Ensure intervention resources are available to meet a variety of student needs.  
• Maintain an uninterrupted period of time for core instruction in reading and writing. 
• Analyze and use data from DRA, language arts benchmarks and universal 

screenings to inform instruction. 
• Maintain fidelity to pacing guides and instruction in core program. 
• Inform parents of the CCSS. Go to http://engageny.org/resource/shifts-for-students-

and-parent/ to view an excellent resource for this purpose. Additionally, consider 
distributing the brochure on the CCSS that was created by the PTA. This and other 
resources can be collected from http://www.pta.org/4446.htm. 

 
2012-2013 CCSS Implementation and Next Steps 2013-2014 

Grade 3 
 
• All ELA Grade 3 CCSS are unpacked.  
• Shared and discussed SBAC practice test and rubrics.  
• Standards are attached to all six READING units. Texts for close reading have been 

identified for three units.  
• Create text sets of informational texts that connect to third grade topics in science and social 

studies which can be used for interactive read-alouds. 
• Corresponding writing units have been mapped to each reading unit. 

 
*Next Steps 

• Determine evidence of student learning, rubrics, and Part 3 of the curriculum templates for 
READING units. 

• Evaluate theme tests to determine their relevance to CCSS. 
• Finalize informational writing unit and develop units for narrative and opinion writing. 

Connect to content areas. 
• Follow CCSS/Next Gen/SS 2013-14 Action Plan. 
 
Grade 4 

• All ELA Grade 4 CCSS are unpacked.  
• Shared and discussed SBAC practice test and rubrics  
• Developed a framework for READING units 1 and 2.  
• Created an assessment for Theme 1.  
• Selected text for READING unit 1.  

http://engageny.org/resource/shifts-for-students-and-parent/
http://engageny.org/resource/shifts-for-students-and-parent/
http://www.pta.org/4446.htm


 

*Next Steps 

• Determine evidence of student learning, rubrics, and Part 3 of the curriculum templates for 
READING units. 

• Evaluate theme tests to determine their relevance to CCSS. 
• Finalize narrative writing unit, and create units for narrative and opinion writing. Connect to 

content areas. 
• Follow CCSS/Next Gen/SS 2013-14 Action Plan. 
 
Grade 5 

• All ELA Grade 5 CCSS are unpacked.  
• Shared and discussed  SBAC practice test and rubrics.  
• Corresponding writing units have been mapped to each reading unit. 
• Piloted comprehension questions for end-of-unit 3 assessment. In process of creating a 

rubric for each question. 
 
*Next Steps 

• Develop unit framework for 5 reading units and 6 writing units. 
• Evaluate theme tests to determine their relevance to CCSS. 
• Follow CCSS/Next Gen/SS 2013-14 Action Plan. 

 
*Subject to change 
The goal for the 2013-14 school year is to become familiar with the NG Science Standards.  The 
science coordinator will review the standards.  The plan is for unit development to occur during 
the 2014-15 school year.  The Connecticut State Board of Education has yet to adopt the 
standards, we will not do any serious work with the standards until the SDE determines the best 
course of action.  

Recommendations 

• Meet in grade level teams/PLC groups to review curriculum and instructional practices.  
Work on Tier I instructional practices with all teachers. 

• Meet with Gr. 3-5 science representatives to continue to review curricular issues.  Discuss 
how NGSF will be implemented.   

• Work with teachers and LA Coordinator to implement Common Core State Standards in 
science instruction, including using appropriate science non-fiction reading materials. 

• Regularly meet with science teachers to discuss safety practices and concerns. 
• Continue to equip the science labs at the Tolland Intermediate School for use by students in 

grades 3-5.   
• Return lab room 233 to third grade for use in implementing science lessons. 
• Work toward purchasing enough supplies so that all students can participate in inquiry 

activities.  We are limited presently by materials/supplies availability, although we are 
making progress! 

• Include science education as one of the core subjects for grades 3-5.  Time/schedule 
limitations are preventing science instruction from being fully implemented. 

• Install SMART Board systems in the 2 remaining labs, room 229 and 233 for use during 
science lessons. 



• Hire a paraprofessional to help teachers set up and take down lab activities. 
• Finish the installation of SMARTBoards in the rest of the third grade classes. 
• Implement the use of iPads for students, several teachers use the devices in conjunction 

with their SMART Board systems and adding the  iPad “roaming” lab for student use will 
prove highly engaging for students and teachers. 

• Develop new lessons/units as needed to align with new state standards – particularly in 
grades three and four.  

• Infuse content area literacy skills and strategies into social studies by focusing on content 
area reading strategies and vocabulary development. 

• Develop a series of performance assessments that align with both common core and state 
content standards for each grade level. 

• Develop anchor sets for each assessment.  
• Finalize language arts and math work on CCSS – develop assessments, create units and 

assessments that incorporate the CCSS for all curricular areas 
• Begin piloting CCSS math and language arts units 
• Continue work with SERC in the Analyzing Literacy for Tiers of Instruction Program 
• Expand the scope of our PBIS program to include enhancing whole school and grade level 

community building assemblies 
• Enhance our reading and math intervention programs to incorporate multiple interventions to 

meet a large variety of needs.    
• Expand all our remedial programs to provide our learning disabled students with access to 

reading and math department research based instructional programs.   
• Increase internal professional development offerings offered through our reading 

consultants 
• Implement a special education co-teaching model 
 
 
 


